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Quantum coalgebras over a field k are structures that produce regular 
isotopy invariants of 1-1 tangles, and twist quantum coalgebras over k are 
structures that produce regular isotopy invariants of knots. These struc- 
tures are introduced and studied in [9]. In [6] and [8] certain families of 
quantum coalgebras and their resulting invariants of 1-1 tangles are exam- 
ined in detail. In this paper we use the simple coalgebra C,(k), the dual 
of the algebra Mn(k) of n x n matrices over k, as a starting point for con- 
structing twist quantum coalgebras. Among the twist quantum coalgebras 
we construct is a parameterized family related to the Jones polynomial in 
an interesting way. 
The Jones polynomial can be computed by the (normalized) bracket poly- 
nomial [5, Theorem 5.2]. The bracket polynomial (for knots) in turn can be 
calculated from a quantum algebra structure on M2(C), which is described 
in [5, p. 580]. The dual of this quantum algebra is a certain twist quan- 
tum coalgebra structure on C2(C), which is discussed in [9, Sect. 8]. Thus 
the Jones polynomial for knots can be computed from a twist quantum 
coalgebra structure on C2(C). 
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This twist quantum coalgebra incorporates, as one might guess, the 
R = 
R-matrix 
t 1 0 0 0 ) 
0 t t -1 - t 3 0 
0 0 t 0 ' 
0 0 0 t -1 
which has the same form as a member of the parameterized family of 
R-matrices described by 
a 0 0 0 
0 b a -  bc/a 0 
Ra, b,c= 0 0 C 0 ' (1) 
0 0 0 a 
where a, b, c E k are not zero. In this paper we associate to each such 
Ra, b, c an 8-dimensional twist quantum coalgebra C(a, b, c) over k, which 
accounts for a regular isotopy invariant of knots K ~-~ fK(a, b, c) with val- 
ues in the field k. When k = C is the field of complex numbers and t c C is 
transcendental over the field of rational numbers Q, then a normalization 
of fK(t -1, t, t) is the bracket polynomial for knots. By considering the knot 
invariants produced by the C(a, b, c)'s we are able to construct a regular 
isotopy invariant of knots K ~ fK(A, B, C) with values in the k-algebra 
of Laurent polynomials in indeterminates A, B, and C over k such that 
fK(a, b, c) = fK(a, b, c) for all nonzero a, b, c E k. Thus when k = C and 
t = A the specialization fK(t -1, t, t) accounts for the bracket polynomial for 
knots. The Laurent polynomial fK(A, B, C) is homogeneous and is com- 
puted from a regular isotopy invariant of 1-1 tangles T ~ fT(A, B, C) 
with values in HOmk(C, ~). The nonzero values fT(A, B, C)(c) are homo- 
geneous of degree -writhe T. Other parameterized families of R-matrices 
can be used to produce Laurent polynomial regular isotopy invariants of 
1-1 tangles and knots in a similar manner. 
For n > 2 we show how to use the Ra, b, c 's to construct a parameter- 
ized family of 2n2-dimensional twist quantum coalgebras over k. The study 
of their structure and resulting Laurent polynomial invariants and the con- 
struction of similar families of twist quantum coalgebras are left as a future 
endeavor. 
The twist quantum coalgebra structure on C2(C) that produces the 
bracket polynomial can be defined on C2(k) in many circumstances. This 
quantum coalgebra structure on C = C2(k) determines a certain triple 
(C, b, T), where b: C x C -+ k is a bilinear form on C, which is called a 
T-form, and T is a coalgebra utomorphism of C. Generally T-forms need 
not arise from quantum coalgebra structures. Starting with a coalgebra C 
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over k with automorphism T and T-form b one can construct a quan- 
tum coalgebra C:v over k whose underlying coalgebra is CT = C ~ Cc°p. 
If C is a quantum (respectively twist quantum) coalgebra then T and b 
can be chosen so that C:v is a quantum (respectively twist quantum) coal- 
gebra, the invariants produced by C can be computed in terms of the 
invariants produced by C~r, and C is a quotient of C~r as a quantum (re- 
spectively twist quantum) coalgebra. The 8-dimensional twist quantum 
coalgebras C(a, b, c) mentioned above are of the form Czr = C @ C °p, 
where C = C2(k). Suppose that Ra, b, c is not diagonal. Unless b = c = a -1 
the quantum coalgebra C(a, b, c) does not have a quotient whose un- 
derlying coalgebra is C = C2(k). The C~ construction seems to allow 
considerable latitude for the construction of quantum and twist quan- 
tum coalgebras. The coalgebra C = C2(k) itself supports relatively few 
quantum coalgebra structures; ee [8] for details. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we set forth the rather 
minimal essential coalgebra prerequisites needed in the sequel. Quantum 
coalgebras and twist quantum coalgebras are defined, the invariants they 
produce are described in detail, and examples are given. This section in- 
cludes an explicit description of the 4-dimensional twist quantum coalgebra 
of [9, Sect. 8], which produces the bracket polynomial for knots. 
Section 2 is devoted to describing the construction found in [6] of CT 
from the triples (C, b, T), where C is a coalgebra over k with automor- 
phism T and T-form b, and the relationship between C~r and C and their 
invariants when (C, b, T) arises from a quantum coalgebra structure on C. 
In Section 3 we study such triples (C, b, T), where C = Cn(k ) for some 
n > 1 and T is a diagonalizable coalgebra utomorphism of T of a cer- 
tain type. Results of this section provide the basis for the construction i  
Section 4 of the family of twist quantum coalgebras C(a, b, c), and these 
results provide the basis for construction i Section 5 of parameterized fam- 
ilies of twist quantum coalgebras of dimension 2n 2 for n > 2. In Section 6 
we discuss the Laurent polynomial invariant arising from the parameterized 
family of twist quantum coalgebras C(a, b, c). 
Invariants related to the ones described in [9], which are also discussed 
in [6], are discussed in [4, 5, 7, 12]. Background material needed for the 
coalgebra theory used in this paper is more than adequately covered in 
[1, 10, 11, 14]. Throughout k is a field and k* is the set of nonzero elements 
of k. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For vector spaces U and V over the field k we drop the subscript k from 
U ®~ V and Homk(U, V) and write U ® V and Horn (U, V) instead. The 
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linear map fir, v: U ® V ---> V® U defined by ru, v(U ® V ) = v® u for all 
u ~ U and v ~ V is the twist map. The identity map of U is denoted 1u. 
We usually denote a coalgebra (C, A, e) over k by C, and we denote the 
opposite coalgebra (C, A c°p, e), where A c°p = "rC, C o A, by C e°p. All e lement 
c c C is cocommutative if Ac°P(c) = A(e). 
We follow the widely used convention of representing A(e) 6 C ® C 
for c 6 C symbolically by A(c) = c(1 ) ® c(2), a notation that originates in 
the Heyneman-Sweedler notation A(c) = ~ co) ® c(2 ) for the coproduct. 
Thus Ac°P(c) = c(2) ® co). Observe that c is cocommutative if and only if 
C(2) ® C(1) = C(I ) ® C(2). 
Let A (1) = A and for n > 1 let A(n): C ~ C ®. . .  ® C (n + 1 tensorands) 
be defined inductively by A (n) = (A ® 1 c ®. . .  ® lc )  o A(n-l). For n > 1 we 
extend our notation for A(c) and write A(n-1)(e) = co) ® ...  ® c(n). 
For a coalgebra (C, A, e) over k and an algebra (A, m, 71) over k the 
convolution algebra is the k-algebra Horn (C, A) with unit 71 o e and product 
defined by 
(f*g)(c) = f(co))g(c(2)) 
for all f, g ~ Horn (C, A) and c ~ C. We usually denote the opposite alge- 
bra (A, m °p, 71) over k, where m °p = m o ra, A by A °p. When A = k the 
convolution algebra C* = Horn (C, k) is called the dual algebra of C. For 
oe,/8 ~ C* we denote the product of a and/8 in the algebra C* by a/8 or by 
a,/8. Observe that C is a C*-bimodule, where the left and right actions are 
given by 
C*" -vC  = C(1)(C*, C(2)) and c'--c* = (C*, C(1))C(2), 
respectively, for all c* 6 C* and c ~ C, 
For n > 1 let Mn(k ) be the k-algebra of n x n matrices over k. Suppose 
that {g}l<,,s<<_n' is the standard basis for M,(k).  Then E~Ee k = 6,kEe' for all 
t 1 < z, k, j, g 5 n. Let {ej}l<,,j<, be the dual basis for Cn(k ) = Mn(k)*- 
Then 
e and e(e'l) = 6' 1 (2) ~(e'j) = e~ ® e,
g=l 
for all 1 < t, j 5 n. The coalgebra C,(k) is called a comattix coalgebra, and 
any basis {e',}xs,,,<, for C,(k)  that satisfies (2) is called a standard basis for 
C,(k). The coalgebras of interest in this paper are comatrix coalgebras or 
direct sums of them. 
1.1. Quantum Coalgebras, Twist Quantum Coalgebras and Their Associated 
Regular lsotopy Invariants 
Here we recount material found in [9, Sect. 4] needed for this paper. A 
detailed discussion of quantum coalgebras, twist quantum coalgebras, and 
regular isotopy is found in [9]. 
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A strict quantum coalgebra over k is a triple (C, [3, S), where C is a coal- 
gebra over k, [3: C × C ~ k is an invertible bilinear form, and S: C --+ C c°p 
is a coalgebra isomorphism, such that 
[3-1(e, d) = [3(S(c), d), (QC.1) 
[3(c, d) = [3(S(c), S(d)) and (QC.2) 
[3(c(D, d(l))[3(c(2), e0))[3(d(2 ), e(2)) 
= [3(C(2), d(2))[3(c(1), e(2))[3(d(1), eo) ) (QC.3) 
for all c, d, e c C. 
Observe that (QC.1) and (QC.2) imply 
[3-1(c, a) = [3(c, S- l(d)) (QC.4) 
for all c, d 6 C; indeed any two of (QC.1), (QC.2), and (QC.4) imply the 
third. 
A quantum coalgebra over k differs from a strict quantum coalgebra 
in that the requirement S: C --+ C c°p is a coalgebra map is replaced by 
S: C ~ C c°p is a coalgebra map with respect o [3, meaning 
[3(S(c)0 ), d)[3(S(c)(2), e) = [3(S(c(2)), d)[3( S( co ) ), e) 
and 
[3(c, S(e)(1))[3(d, S(e)(2) = [3(c, S(e(2)))[3(d, S(e(1))  
for all c, d, e c C. All of the quantum coalgebras of interest in this paper 
are strict. 
Let (C, [3, S) be a quantum coalgebra over the field k. Then T = S 2 is a 
coalgebra utomorphism of C when (C, [3, S) is strict. Also (C, [3-1, S-1) 
and (C, [300, S-1) are quantum coalgebras over k, where [3°P(c, d) = 
[3(d, c) for all c, d 6 C. If (C', [3', S') is a quantum coalgebra over k 
as well then (C ® C', [3", S") is a quantum coalgebra over k, where 
[3/ltin ~- ([3 ® [3')(1C ® TC', C ® lc') and S" = S ® S'. If F is a field exten- 
sion of k then (C ® F, [3F, S ® l r )  is a quantum coalgebra over F, where 
[3F(C ® a, c' ® a') = aa'~(c, c') for all c, c' e C and a, od 6 F. Observe 
that (C c°p,/3, S) is a quantum coalgebra over k. 
A fundamental example of a strict quantum coalgebra is the dual of a 
finite-dimensional quantum algebra. A quantum algebra over k is a triple 
(A, R, s), where A is an algebra over k, R ~ A ® A, and s: A --+ A °p 
is an algebra isomorphism, with natural axioms relating A, R, and s. See 
[9, Sect. 3], for example. Suppose that A is finite-dimensional. Then 
(C, [3, S) is a strict quantum coalgebra, where C = A* is the dual 
coalgebra, [3: C x C --+ k is defined by fl(p, q) = (p ® q)(R) for all 
p, q E A* = C, and S = s*. 
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Let (C,/3, S) and (C',/3', S') be quantum coalgebras over k. Then a mor- 
phism f: ( C, /3, S) ~ ( C', /3', S') of quantum coalgebras i a coalgebra map 
f: C --+ C' such that f o S = S' o f and /3(c, d) = /3'(f(c), f(d)) for all 
c, d ~ C. It is easy to see that quantum coalgebras over k together with 
their morphisms form a category. 
A quantum subcoalgebra of a quantum coalgebra (C,/3, S) over k is a 
triple (D,/3[D×o, SIp), where D is an S-invariant subcoalgebra of C. Quan- 
tum subcoalgebras are quantum coalgebras. If (D,/3[D×D, SIo) is a quan- 
tum subcoalgebra of (C, [3, S) then the inclusion t: D ~ C is a morphism 
of quantum coalgebras t: (D,/31~xD, SIp) ~ (C,/8, S). Conversely, if D is 
a subcoalgebra of C with quantum coalgebra structure (D,/3', S') such that 
the inclusion t: (D,/3', S') --+ (C,/3, S) is a morphism of quantum coalge- 
bras then D is S-invariant and (D,/3', S') = (D,/3[D×D, SIo). 
It is always the case that ((0), 0, 0) and (C,/3, S) are quantum subcoal- 
gebras of (C,/3, S). We say that (C,/3, S) is a simple quantum coalgebra if
(C,/3, S) has exactly two quantum subcoalgebras. 
Quantum coalgebras give rise to regular isotopy invariants of 1-1 tangles. 
Twist quantum coalgebras, which are quantum coalgebras with additional 
structure defined later in this section, give rise to regular isotopy invari- 
ants of knots. The knot invariants are described in terms of the 1-1 tangle 
invariants. We thus first discuss the 1-1 tangle invariants associated with 
quantum coalgebras. What follow are highlights of a much fuller discussion 
found in [9, Sect. 6]. 
Let e = (C,/3, S) be a quantum coalgebra over k and suppose that T is 
a 1-1 tangle diagram. There is a functional To: C -+ k, which is a regular 
isotopy invariant of 1-1 tangles, meaning that if T and T' are regularly 
isotopic 1-1 tangle diagrams, then T c = T' c. 
A 1-1 tangle diagram T is a figure in the plane 
indicated by a box with a single line segment entering the bottom of the 
box and leaving the top as indicated. The the dashed box (the box with 
the broken lines) indicates the region of the plane in which the tangle T is 
located. 
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Tangle diagrams are constructed from 
• crossings: overcrossings ~ and undercrossings ~ ,  
• local  extrema: local maxima ~ and local minima ~- - ] ,  and 
• "vert ical" l ines. 
The solid lines outside the dashed box and the broken lines bounding the 
dashed box are not part of the tangle diagram. Denote the 1-1 tangle dia- 
gram depicted above by Tcurl. 
Now for the details of the construction of the functional T e. If T has 
no crossings then T~(c) = e(c) for all c e C. Suppose that T has n >_ 1 
crossings. Traverse the tangle diagram, starting at its base, and label the 
lines of the crossings 1, . . . ,  2n in the order traversed. Fix a crossing X, let 
g be the label of the crossing line of X traversed first, and let j be the label 
of the crossing line of X traversed second. Note that X ~ {l, j} determines 
a partition of [2n] = {1 . . . . .  2n} into two-element subsets. For the part of 
the traversal of the tangle diagram starting at line t and ending at line j, 
let cc x (respectively cx)  be the number of local extrema encountered that 
are traversed in a counterclockwise (respectively clockwise) direction. Set 
K x = cc  x - % 
When X is understood we will ordinarily write K for K x. Observe that K is 
even if and only if both lines of the crossing are traversed in the upward 
direction or both lines are traversed in the downward direction. Thus K is 
odd if and only if one line is traversed in the upward direction and one line 
is traversed in the downward irection. 
Let u (respectively v) be the number of local extrema encountered that 
are traversed in a counterclockwise direction minus the number of local 
extrema encountered that are traversed in a clockwise direction as the 1-1 
tangle is traversed from the line labeled t (respectively j) to the top of the 
tangle. Then u = K + v. Now let c e C. To compute T¢(c) we first calculate 
A(2n-1)(C ) = C(I ) @ . . .  @ C(2n). 
The scalar To(c), which we informally refer to as T(c), is defined to be a 
sum of products where each crossing X contributes a factor as indicated 
below. The contributions can be viewed as "local" or "global" in nature. 
1 j 
%(c) . . . .  13(co) ,  s~(%)) )  . . . 
. . . .  ~(SV(co) ) ,  SU(c (o ) )  . . .  (CT.1) 
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j t 
Te(c ) . . . .  ~8(S~(c(0), co))'" 
. . . .  ~(S"(c( , ) ) ,  S° (c0) ) )  ' (CT.2) 
t j 
T~(c) . . . .  ~- I (SK(c( , ) ) ,  C(j)) • • • 
o-lt 'sul c "~ . . . .  p ~ ~ (,)J,S~(co))) - ' '  (CT.3) 
y t 
Tc(C ) . . . .  /~-l(c(l),  SK(c0))) . . .  
. . . .  /3-1( S~( co)), SU(c( , ) ) ) . . .  (CT.4) 
Notice that to calculate the values Tc(c ) we may assume k is algebraically 
closed. 
For an example of how the sum is computed consider the 1-1 tangle 
d iagram Ttrefoi 1 depicted on the left in the figure below. 
"1 "1 
I 
t .  m 
The crossing lines on the right are labeled according to the algorithm 
indicated above. The local minimum located furthest left in the diagrams 
is the only local extrema traversed in a clockwise direction. Using (QC.1) 
and (QC.2) we compute 
Ttrefoil, c(c) = ]~-1(c(4), $2(c(1)))j~($3(c(2)), c(5))1~-1(c(6), $2(c(3))) 
= ]3(S(c(4)), $2(c0)))~($3(c(2)), c(5))/3(S(c(6)), $2(c(3))) 
= ]~(C(4), S(c(1)))[~($3(c(2)), c(5))]3(c(6), S(c(3))) 
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for all c ~ C. Likewise, 
Tcurl, c(c) =/3-1(3-2(e(1)), c(2)) 
=/3(S-l(c(1)), c(2)) 
for all c e C. 
With modest additional structure a quantum coalgebra is a source of 
regular isotopy invariants of knots. The discussion that follows is drawn 
from material found in [9, Sect. 8] reworked for the reader's convenience. 
Suppose that (C,/3, S) is a strict quantum coalgebra over the field k and 
G ~ C* is an invertible lement of the dual algebra of C that satisfies 
S*(G) = G -1 and S2(x) = G-1---~x~---G (3) 
for all x ~ C. Then (C,/3, S, G) is a twist quantum coalgebra over k. Aug- 
menting the notation e = (C,/3, S) we write ea - (C,/3, S, G). By virtue 
of the fact that S: C --+ C c°p is a coalgebra map we conclude that G -n ~- 
S*(G") for all n > 0. A morphism f: (C, /3, S, G) -+ (C', /3', S', G') of twist 
quantum coalgebras is a morphism f :  (C,/3, S) --+ (C',/3', S') of quantum 
coalgebras that satisfies f*( G') = G. 
An element c 6 C is S-reversible if 
C(n) ~ ' ' "  ~ e(2) @ ¢(1) = S(c(1)) @ S(c(2)) @""  @ S(e(n)) 
for all n > 2. By [9, Lemma 4] an element c E C is S-reversible if and only 
if S(c) = c. 
Let Y/be the set of knot diagrams, and regard knot diagrams as figures 
in the plane. We may think of knot diagrams as 1-1 tangle diagrams with 
protruding ends joined as indicated below. 
I I 
I I 
If T is a 1-1 tangle diagram then K(T) is the knot diagram derived from 
T according to the diagram above. 
Let K c 5~ and c G = (C,/3, S, G) be a twist quantum coalgebra over 
the field k. Choose a point on a vertical line of K. (There is no harm 
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in inserting vertical ines in a knot diagram at the ends of local extrema 
or lines of crossings--in particular we may assume that K has a vertical 
line.) Call this chosen point a starting point. Now construct a functional 
WK • C*, which depends on the starting point, in the following manner. 
Fix c • C. Traverse the diagram, moving upward from the starting point, 
labeling the crossing lines in the order encountered and creating a sum 
of products WK(c), where each crossing contributes a factor according to 
(CT.1)-(CT.4). 
Let c • C be a cocommutative S-reversible lement. It is shown in [9, 
Sect. 8] that 
c(K, Ca) = (GaWK)(C) = ad(co))wK(c(2)) (4) 
is a regular isotopy invariant of knot diagrams, where d is the Whitney 
degree of the knot diagram with respect o the vertical direction, where 
the diagram is traversed as described above. The scalar c(K, ca) does not 
depend on direction of traversal, and this scalar does not depend on the 
starting point. 
Observe that K is regularly isotopic to K(T) for some 1-1 tangle diagram 
T. Thus by (4) we conclude that 
c(K, ¢G) = (GdTc)(c), (5) 
where we chose the starting point at the base of T. 
We conclude this section with several remarks concerning strict quantum 
coalgebras and twist quantum coalgebras. Suppose that e = (C,/3, S) is a 
strict quantum coalgebra nd T is a 1-1 tangle diagram. Since 
= S(C(m)) ® ®' ' "  ® 
for all m > 1 and c E C it follows that 
Tc(S(c)) -- T:op(C) (6) 
for all c • C, where e c°p -- (C c°p,/3, S). If e' = (C',/3', S') is also a strict 
quantum coalgebra over k and f :  (C,/3, S) --~ (C',/3', S') is a morphism of 
quantum coalgebras then 
Tc(c ) ---- Tc,(f(c)) (7) 
for all c • C. Now suppose that (C,/3, S, G) is a twist quantum coalgebra 
structure on (C,/3, S). From (3) we conclude that 
T*(G) = G and T(c) = G-1---~c~---G (8) 
for all c • C, where T = S 2. 
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Let (C',/3', S', G') be a twist quantum coalgebra structure on (C',/3', S') 
and suppose the morphism of quantum coalgebras of the preceding para- 
graph is a morphism f:  (C,/3, S, G) ~ (C',/3', S', G') of twist quantum 
coalgebras. Since f*: C'* --+ C* is an algebra map and f * (G ' )  = G it fol- 
lows that f * (G  'a) = G d for all d 6 Z. Suppose that c is a cocommutative 
S-reversible lement of C. Then f ( c )  is a cocommutative S'-reversible le- 
ment of C', and using (7) we deduce that (GdTc)(c) = (G 'dTe) ( f (c ) )  for 
all d ~ Z. As a consequence, 
c(K, co) = f(c)(K,  c'c, ) (9) 
for all knot diagrams K by (5). 
1.2. The Bracket Polynomial in the Context of  Quantum Coalgebras 
The bracket polynomial for a knot K, denoted (K), arises from a twist 
quantum coalgebra structure on C = C2(C ), where C is the field of complex 
numbers. A quantum algebra structure on M2(C ) that accounts for the 
bracket polynomial was first described in [4]. Reference [4] is included in 
[5]. The reader is referred specifically to [5, p. 580]. Here we describe the 
dual structures on C = C2(C). 
Let t ~ C be transcendental over the field of rational numbers Q and let 
{e~}l_<~,j_< 2 be a fixed standard basis for C. The linear automorphism of C 
described by 
S(e~) = e 2, S(e 2) = el, S(e~) = - t2e12, and S(e 2) = - t -Ze  2 
is a coalgebra isomorphism S: C --+ C c°p. Let/3: C × C --+ C be the bilinear 
form whose nonzero terms on basis pairs are given by 
/3(e~, e~) = t -1 e 2 e 2 e 2 e z =/3( 2, 2), /3( 2, e~)=t=/3(e] ,  2), 
and 
/3(e 2, e~) = t -1 - t 3. 
Let G ~ C* be defined by 
G(e~) = - t  -2, G(e  2) = --t 2, and G(e~) = 0 = G(e2). (10) 
Then (C,/3, S, G) is a twist quantum coalgebra over C. The bracket poly- 
nomial for knots is the expression computed according to (4) multiplied by 
- t2 / (1  + t4), where c = e~ + e~ ~ M2(C)*  = C is the trace function. 
The quantum coalgebra described above is generalized as follows. Re- 
place C, t with any pair k, t, where t ~ k is transcendental over the prime 
field of k. We define C0(t ) = (C,/3, S). 
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2. THE QUANTUM COALGEBRA C T ASSOCIATED 
WITH A T-FORM 
In this section we summarize and reformulate some of the results found 
in [6, Sect. 3] for the purposes of this paper. The reader will find the details 
of most of the assertions made in this section fully explained in the section 
just cited. 
Suppose that (~,/3, S) is a strict quantum coalgebra over the field k and 
let C be a subcoalgebra of ~ that satisfies ~e = C + S(C) and $2(C) = C. 
All of the information eeded to compute the 1-i tangle invariant described 
in Section 1.1 that arises from (C,/3, S) is contained in the structures C, 
b = /31c×c, b-l, and T = $21c, and axioms (QC.1)-(QC.4) for (C,/3, S) 
can be formulated in terms of C, b, b -1, and T. 
Observe that b is invertible and b -1 =/3-11c×c. Note that T is a coalge- 
bra automorphism of C. For c, d ~ C the formulas 
and 
/3(c,d) = b(c,d), /3(S(c),S(d)) = b(c,d) (11) 
/3(S(c), d) = b-l(c, d), /3(c, S(d)) = b-l(c, T(d)) (12) 
show how /3 is calculated from b, b -1, and T. Since S is /3-invariant it 
follows that 
b is T-invariant. (13) 
The equations that express that/3 is invertible and that (QC.1) holds for 
include 
bM(c(1), T(d(z)))b(c(2), d(1)) = E(c)e(d) (14) 
and 
b-l(c(2), d(1))b(T(co)), d(2)) = e(c)e(d) (15) 
for all c, d e C. Formally there are eight equations, including 
b(co), d(1))b(c(2), eo))b(d(a), e(2)) = b(c(a ), d(2))b(co), e(2))b(d(1), e(1)) 
(16) 
for all c, d, e 6 C, which collectively express (QT.3) for ~ in terms of b, 
b -z, and T. 
Now suppose that C is a coalgebra over k, b: C x C --~ k is a bilinear 
form, and T is a coalgebra utomorphism of C. Then b is a T-form if b is 
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invertible and (13)-(16) hold. For the general definition of T-form see [6, 
Sect. 3.2]. By virtue of [6, Lemma 3] we have 
PROPOSITION 1. Let C be a finite-dimensional coalgebra over the field k, 
let b: C × C ---> k be an invertible bilinear form, and suppose that T is a 
coalgebra automorphism of C. Then b is a T-form if and only if (13), (14), 
and (16) hold. 
Proof We include a proof for the reader's convenience. Define linear 
maps f, g: C ® C ---> k by f (c  ® d) = b(c, d) and g(c ® d) = b-l(c, T(d))  
for all c, d • C. Then (14) is the same as g is a left inverse for f in the 
convolution algebra Hom(C ® CcoP, k). Since b is T-invariant and T is 
a coalgebra automorphism of C we have that (15) is the same as g is a 
right inverse for f in the convolution algebra Hom (C ® CcoP, k). Since C 
is finite-dimensional (14) holds if and only if (15) holds. | 
To continue our discussion, suppose further that b is a T-form. Consider 
the direct sum of coalgebras 
C T = C @ C cop 
cop 
and coalgebra isomorphism S: C r --~ C r , defined by 
S(c~ d) = T(d) @ c 
for all c, d • C. Using [6, Theorem 1] it is not hard to see that (CT, ~, S) 
is a strict quantum coalgebra over k, where 1~ is defined by (11) and (12). 
From time to time we denote (CT, [$, S) by C r. We identify c @ 0 with c. 
If C is a simple coalgebra (which is the case when C = Cn(k), for exam- 
ple) then C r is a simple quantum coalgebra. The reason is that Cn(k ) is a 
simple coalgebra for all n > 1 and, by part a) of [14, Proposition 8.0.3], any 
subcoalgebra of C T is contained in one of the direct summands of C T. 
The proof of the following separation result is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 1. Let (cg, fi, S) be a strict quantum coalgebra over the field 
k. Suppose that C is a subcoalgebra of ~ that satisfies ~ = C + S( C) and 
$2(C) = C. Let b =/31c×c and T = $21c . Then 
(a) b is a T-form and 
(b) f: (CT, I~, S) ---> (~, fi, S) defined by f (e  ~ d) = c + S(d) for all 
c, d • C is an onto map of quantum coalgebras. 
The reader is referred to [6, Proposition 3] for a universal mapping prop- 
erty characterization of (t, C T, S), where t: C ~ C T is the inclusion. 
Apropos of the theorem let e = (~,/3, S) and e' = (CT, I~, S). Since 
f:  C T --> ~ is onto, the 1-1 tangle invariants described in Section 1.1 for c 
and c' are equivalent. Thus from the point of view of computing these 1-1 
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tangle invariants, e and c' are interchangeable. By virtue of (6) and (7) we 
have 
Tc,(c) = To(c) and T~,~op(C) = T~(S(c)) (17) 
for all 1-1 tangle diagrams T and all c E C. Using (17) we can write down 
explicit formulas for calculating Tc in terms of C, b, b -I, and S. 
If c = (~,/3, S) is the underlying quantum coalgebra of a twist quantum 
coalgebra then so is c' = (CT, 13, S) by part (a) of the following result. The 
reader is left with the exercise of showing the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that C is a coalgebra over the field k, T is a 
coalgebra utomorphism of C, and b is a T-form. 
(a) Assume that G ~ C* is invertible and T and G satisfy (8). Define 
G ~ C~ by G(c ~ d) = G(c) + G- l (d )  for all c, ~ C. Then (CT, 13, S, G) is 
a twist quantum coalgebra. 
(b) Suppose that (CT, 13, S, G) is a twist quantum coalgebra. Then there 
is a unique invertible G ~ C* such that T and G satisfy (8) and G(c @ d) = 
G(c) + G- l (d )  for all c, d c C. 
(c) Suppose that (~, /3, S, ~3) is a twist quantum coalgebra and C is a 
subcoalgebra of ~ that satisfies C¢ = C + S(C) and $2(C) = C. Define G for 
G = ~]c as in part (a). Then T = S2lc and G satisfy (8) and 
f: (CT, 13, S, G) --+ (~,/3, S, ~3), 
defined by f (c  ~ d) = c + S(d) for all c, d ~ C, is an onto map of twist 
quantum coalgebras. 
Let c' = (C,/3, S) be a strict quantum coalgebra over k, let c = (Cr, 13, S) 
be determined by T = S 2 and b =/3, and let f :  (Cr, [~, S) ~ (C,/3, S) be 
the morphism defined by f (c  ~) d) = c + S(d) for all c, d ~ C. Since f is a 
morphism, if c is a cocommutative S-reversible lement of C r then f(¢)  is 
a cocommutative S-reversible lement of C. 
Conversely, suppose that c is a cocommutative S-reversible lement of C. 
Then c @ c is a cocommutative S-reversible lement of C r and f (c  ~ c) = 
2c. Suppose in addition that C'G ---- (C,/3, S, G) is a twist quantum coalgebra 
structure on (C,/3, S) and the characteristic of k is not 2. Consider the twist 
quantum coalgebra structure cG = (CT, 13, S, G) on (CT, 13, S), where G is 
defined for G as in part (a) of the preceding proposition. Then we have 
the relation 
c(K, c'c) = ½((c ~ c)(K, cG)) (18) 
for all knot diagrams K by (9). By the same and (18), as far as computing 
knot invariants by the method outlined in Section 1.1, the twist quantum 
coalgebras ctc = (C,/3, S, G) and c G = (C T, 13, S, G) are interchangeable. 
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Now let C be a coalgebra over k, let T be a coalgebra utomorphism of
C, let b be a T-form, and let e = (Cr, 13, S) be the resulting strict quantum 
coalgebra over k. Let c be a cocommutative element of C that satisfies 
T(c) = c. Then c @ c is a cocommutive S-reversible lement of Cr. Suppose 
further that G e C* is invertible and T and G satisfy (8), and consider the 
twist quantum coalgebra structure cG = (Cr, 13, S, G), where G is defined 
by G as in part (a) of Proposition 2. Let T be a 1-1 tangle diagram. Using 
(6) and the fact that Gd(x) = Gd(x) for all d c Z and x 6 C, we calculate 
(GdTc)(C ~ c) = (GdTc)(C + S(c)) 
= (GdTc)(C) q- (GdTe)(S(c)) 
= Gd(c(1))Tc(c(2)) q-Gd(S(c)(1))Te(S(c)(2)) 
= Gd(c(1))Te(c(2)) -F Gd(S(c(2)))Tc(S(c(1))) 
= Gd(c(1))Te(c(2)) -[- S*(Gd)(c(2))Te(S(c(1))) 
= Gd(co))T~(c(2)) + Tc~o~(Co))G-d(c(2)), 
which means that 
(GdTc)(C ~ C) = (Gd(TcIc) + (Tccoplc)G-d)(c) 
for all d ~ Z. Let K be a knot diagram and suppose that K and K(T) are 
regularly isotopic. Then 
(c @ c)(K, cG) ---- (Gd(Tclc) + (Tccoplc)G-d)(c) (19) 
describes a regular isotopy invariant of knots by (5), where d is the Whitney 
degree of the knot diagram K(T) with respect o the vertical calculated by 
traversing K(T) starting at the base of T in the upward direction. 
Now let C = Cn(k), where n > 1, and let T be a coalgebra utomorphism 
of C. Then T* is an algebra automorphism of C*. By the Noether-Skolem 
Theorem [2, Theorem 4.3.1] there exists an invertible G e Mn(k ) = C*, 
which is unique up to a scalar multiple, such that T*(p) = GpG -1 for all 
p 6 C*. The last equation holds if and only if T(x)  = G-1---~x~---G for all 
x ~ C. Since T*(G) = G, as a result of parts (a) and (b) of Proposition 2
we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let C = Cn(k ), where n > 1 and k is any field, let T be a 
coalgebra utomorphism of C, and suppose that b is a T-form. Then the strict 
quantum coalgebra (CT, 13, S) admits a twist quantum coalgebra structure 
( CT, 13, S, G). Furthermore, Glc is unique up to a scalar multiple. 
To continue, let {e*j}l_<,,/_<n be a standard basis for C = Cn(k). Then 
tr = E,~=I el spans the subspace of cocommutative elements of C. Regarding 
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tr E C = M~(k)* as a functional on Mn(k), it is easy to see that tr is the 
trace function. Therefore 
p(T(tr))  = tr(T*(p)) = tr(GpG -1) = tr(p) = p(tr) 
for all p ~ C*, which implies that T(tr) = tr. Now suppose that b is a T- 
form. By Corollary 1 the strict quantum coalgebra c = (C, I~, S) admits a 
twist quantum coalgebra structure cG = (C, I~, S, G). Thus (19) describes a
regular isotopy invariant of knots, where c = tr. 
Let (C,/3, S) be a strict quantum coalgebra structure on C = Cn(k ). 
If (C,/3, S) admits a twist quantum coalgebra structure (C,/3, S, G) then 
G is unique up to sign. Compare this uniqueness tatement with that of 
Corollary 1. 
3. T-FORMS WHEN C = Cn(k ) 
Let C0(t ) = (C2(k),/3, S) be the quantum coalgebra of Section 1.2 that 
is associated with the bracket polynomial. Then by definition some stan- 
dard basis for C2(k) is also a basis of eigenvectors for S 2. In this section 
C = Cn(k ), where n ___ 2, and T is a coalgebra utomorphism of C such 
that some standard basis for C is a basis of eigenvectors for T = S 2. We 
will describe all T-forms in general terms, and we will probe more deeply 
into a special case that includes the quantum coalgebra mentioned above 
associated with the bracket polynomial. By Proposition 1 it follows that b 
is a T-form if and only if b is T-invariant, (14) holds, and (16) holds. 
Let {elj}l_<,,l_<n be a standard basis for C = Cn(k) and let {Atj}l<l,j<_n be 
a subset of k*. Suppose that T is a linear automorphism of C such that 
T(e~j) = h'je' 1 for all 1 _< 
coalgebra utomorphism 
t, j < n. An easy calculation shows that T is a 
of C if and only if 
A'~ = 1 and A~j = A~A~ (20) 
for all 1 < t, j, £ < n. Set coz = h~ for all 1 < t < n. Then (20) holds if and 
only if h*j = co~/coj for all 1 < t, j < n. Thus T is a coalgebra utomorphism 
of C if and only if there exist co1 . . . . .  con e k* such that 
T(e;) = (co--L~e* (21) 
\ co j /  J 
for all 1 < t , j  < n. 
Fix co1 . . . . .  co n ~ k* and let T be the coalgebra automorphism of 
C defined by (21). Let b: C x C --~ k be a bilinear form. Then b is 
T-invariant if and only if b(T(e'), T(eke)) = b(e~j, e~), or equivalently, 
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(to~OOk/tOjo~e)b(e'l, eke) = b(e~j, eke), for all 1 < t, j, k ,£ < n. Thus b is 
T-invariant if and only if 
b(e' I, e~) # 0 implies ~o, oJ k = %o~ e (22) 
for all 1 < t ,k , j ,e  < n. 
Assume further that (22) holds and that b is invertible. Then b -1 is also 
T-invariant by part a) of [6, Lemma 1]. Thus it follows by (22) that 
b-l(e~j, ee k) # 0 implies w,t% = ~ojo~ e (23) 
for all 1 <_ 1, k, j, g < n. For C = Cn(k ) note that (14) is 
k b-l(e'  ee)b(ej, ekv)(°J~e ) , u, v u = 8'j6ke (24) 
U, V=I 
for all pairs (t, k) and (j, e), where 1 < t, j, k, e < n. Likewise note that 
(QC.3) is equivalent to 
n k t k u p v y~, b(eu, ev)b(ej, ew)b(ee, eq) b(e~, v , w k = ee)b(e u, eq )b(e v , e p) 
u, v, w=l  u, v, w=l  
(25) 
for all 1 < l, k, p, j, £, q < n. As a consequence of Proposition 1, 
PROPOSITION 3. Let C = Cn(k ) and to1,... , to n E k*, where n >_ 2 and 
k is any field. Suppose that {ezj}l<_,,j<_n is a standard basis for C and T is 
the coalgebra automorphisrn of C defined by (21). Let b: C x C --+ k be an 
invertible bilinear forrn. Then b is a T-form if and only if (22), (24), and (25) 
hold. 
Let r~e k = b(e~j, eke) for all 1 < t, j, k, £ < n. Equation (25) rewritten 
r tk ,  • • - -  in te ms of the rje s IS the coordinate form of the quantum Yang-Baxter 
equation. 
The condition of (22) motivates us to give special consideration to the 
T-forms b that satisfy 
b(e~, eke) # 0 implies {1, k} = {j, £}. (26) 
The quantum coalgebra C0(t ) defined in Section 1.2 satisfies (26). This 
condition holds when (22) holds and ~o,oJ k = ~ojto e implies {l, k} = {j, g}; 
the latter is the case, for example, if a) 1 . . . .  , O n are indeterminates over 
the prime field of k. If b satisfies (26) then b -1 does as well, by Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let C = Cn(k ), where n > 1 and k is any field, and suppose 
be a standard that b: C x C --+ k is an invertible bilinear forrn. Let {ej}l<t ' j<n 
basis for C. Then b satisfies (26) if and only if b -1 satisfies (26). 
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Proof. Regard bilinear forms /3: C × C ~ k as linear functionals in 
Hom (C ® C, k) in the canonical way. The set of bilinear forms /3 that 
satisfy the condition/3(e~j, ee g) ~ 0 implies {1, k} = {j, e} is a subalgebra of 
Hom (C ® C, k). Since b -1 is a polynomial in b and vice versa, the lemma 
follows. | 
For the rest of this section we shall assume that (26) is in force for b. 
Thus (26) holds for b -1 by Lemma 1. One of the underlying assumptions for 
Proposition 3 is that b is invertible. We wish to find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for b to be invertible. Since C is finite-dimensional weneed only 
find a bilinear form b-l: C × C ~ k such that 
• --.~-" b(#u ' k -1 u ~ , k ev)b (ej, ee) = ~fie (27) 
U, V~I 
holds for all pairs (t, k) and (j, e), where 1 _< 1, k, j, £ <_ n. For then b -1 
is an inverse for b. Necessarily b-X(#j, ee g) = 0 whenever {t, k} ~ {j, £} by 
Lemma 1. 
Suppose that {1, k} ¢ {j, ~}. Then every product on the left-hand side of 
(27) is 0, and the right-hand side of (27) is 0. Thus (27) holds in this case. 
Now suppose that {1, k} = {j, ~}. If {1, k} is a singleton set then (27) 
boils down to b(e~, e~)b-l(et~, e'~) = 1. Thus (27) holds in this case if and 
only if 
b(e' t, el) 7a 0 and b(#,, el) -1 = b-l(#,, #,) (28) 
for all 1 < l < n. Now suppose that {1, k} is a two-element set. By con- 
sidering (27) for the four combinations of pairs (a, b) and (c, d), where 
{a, b} = {i, k} = {c, d}, we deduce that (27) holds in all of these cases if 
and only if 
b(e:, e k) b(# k, e,) ~ ( b-l(e:, e k) b-l(e~, e lk ) )= 12- (29) 
b(e k, e~k) b(e k, e'~) ] b-ltekt ,, e'~k/ b-l( ek, el) 
Therefore b is invertible if and only if b(#~, #~) ~ 0 for all 1 < t < n and 
( b(e**, e~) b(e~k, e k) ) 
b(e~, e~) b(e k, e~,) / 
is invertible for all 1 < t < k < n. 
We next find necessary and sufficient conditions for (24) to hold for all 
pairs (1, k) and (j, O. 
Suppose first of all that t = j. If k ¢ £ then the right-hand side of (24) 
is 0 and the left-hand side of (24) is 0 since it has no nonzero terms. Thus 
(24) holds in this case. If k = £ then (24) is 
b (eu, eU)b(eU, e~)(~°u'~ u=~ \ - /  = 1 (30) 
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when t = k and (24) holds if and only if 
b(#, e~) # 0 and b(ell, ekk) -1 = b-X(ell, ek ) (31) 
when t # k. 
Now suppose that t # j. If k = e then the right-hand side of (24) is 0 
and the left-hand side of (24) is 0 since it has no nonzero terms; thus (24) 
holds in this case. 
Suppose further that k # e. Then the right-hand side of (24) is 0. We may 
therefore assume that the left-hand side has a nonzero term. In this case 
t = e necessarily, and consequently j = k. In this case (24) is equivalent to 
n 
"g" b - i f#  u u °au z.., ~ u, el )b(ej, du) ---- 0. (32) 
u=l 
Suppose that (31) holds. Then (29) is equivalent to one of b(e~, e~) or 
b(e~, e~) is 0 and 
b-l(e~, e~) = b(e~, e~) (33) 
b(ell, k k ek)b(ek, e',) 
whenever t # k. Collecting results: 
THEOREM 2. Let C = Cn(k), where n >_ 2 and k is any field, and let 
. ,  e l ool, ., o% ~ k*. Suppose that { j}l<l,j<_~ is a standard basis for C and T 
is the coalgebra automorphism of C defined by (21). Let b: C × C ~ k be 
a bilinear form that satisfies b(#j, eke) # 0 implies {,, k} = {j, e}. Then b 
is a T-form if and only if (25) holds and for all 1 <_ ,, k < n the following 
conditions are met: 
(a) b(ell, e~) # O, 
(b) i f ,  # k then either b(e'k, ek, ) = 0 or b(e k, e~) = O, and 
(c) 
b(e~,e~) __[b(#u,e~')b(e~,ek))(OJu) 
b(ell, ell) -- 6~k + ~-~,~ , ,  e~,)b(e~, ell) --~ " 
Proof. Suppose that b is invertible and is a T-form. Then (28)-(33) hold. 
Part (a) follows by (28) and (31). Part (b) follows by (29) and (31). Observe 
that (30) and (32) can be combined into the single equation 
n 
e k t°u Z -1  ~ u u l b (eu, e l)b(ek, u) = 6k 
u=l 
for all 1 _< ,, k _< n. Part (c) now follows with the substitutions for 
b-l(e~, e~) described in (28) and (33) in the last equation. 
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Conversely, suppose that (25) and the conditions of parts (a)-(c) hold. 
Define a bilinear form b q according to (28), (31), and (33) and set 
b-l(e~j, e~) = 0 whenever {t, k} ¢ {j, e}. A straightforward check reveals 
that b -1 is a (right) inverse for b and (22) and (24) are satisfied. By 
assumption (25) is satisfied. Thus b is a T-form by Proposition 3. 
By Corollary 1 the quantum coalgebra (CT, I], S), where C = Cn(k), de- 
termined by a coalgebra utomorphism T of C and a T-form b, admits 
a twist quantum coalgebra structure (CT, I~, S, G). By part (b) of Propo- 
sition 2 the functional G e C~- is determined by a G e C*, which with T 
satisfies (8). Since C is a comatrix coalgebra G is unique up to a scalar 
multiple. Note the following. 
LEMMA 2. Let C = Cn(k ), where n > 2 and k is any field, and suppose 
that o~1, .. ., ton ~ k*. Suppose that {e*j}l<_,,j<_~ is a standard basis for C and 
T is the coalgebra automorphism of C defined by (21). Then G e C* defined 
by G(e'j) = 6'jw, for all 1 < t, j <_ n is invertible and G with T satisfies (8). 
4. A PARAMETERIZED FAMILY OF QUANTUM COALGEBRAS 
OF THE FORM C T WHEN C = C2(k ) 
Since Theorem 2 in the case n = 2 is interesting enough in its own right 
we devote this section to it. We continue with the notation of the theorem. 
Part (a) of Theorem 2 specializes to b(e',, e~) ~ 0 for 1 < l, k < 2, and 
part (b) translates to 
b(e~, e~) = 0 or b(e~, e12) = 0. (34) 
Assume that (34) holds. Then the condition of part (c) is automatically 
b(e',, k k " ek)b(e k, e~) 
satisfied when t = k. When t 5~ k this condition is equivalent to 
b( e~, e k) 7~ 0 implies o9, = w k 
b( e,, l k e,)b(e k, e{) 
Assume that b(e 2, e21) = 0. Then (35) holds with 
( b(e~, e2)b(e~, e~)'~ 
0)2 = \ b(el ' e l )b(@ e~) ]w, ,  
which must be the case when b(e~, e~) # O. 
For 1 < z ,k , j ,£  < 2 set r~ k =b(e'j, eke). Then (1111111) ( 10 0 0 ) r l  1 r l  2 r~ 1 r2 2 r l  1 
12 12 12 12 0 12 12 
R= rll r12 r21 r22 = q2 r21 0 
21 21 21 21 0 0 21 ' q I r12 r51 r22 r51 0 
22 22 22 22 0 0 0 22 q 1 rl 2 r~ 1 r2 2 r2 2 
(35) 
(36) 
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which is a familiar R-matrix form. A nice family of such R-matrices, for 
which, of course, (25) is satisfied, consists of the family of R-matrices de- 
scribed in the introduction, o o) 
0 b a -bc /a  0 
Ra'b'c = 0 0 C 0 ' 
0 0 0 a 
(37) 
where a, b, c 6 k*. See [3] or [13] for the derivation of this family. In this 
case 
bc 
Fix a, b, c e k*, let C = C2(k ), and let {e~}~<,,j_~ 2 he a standard basis for 
C. Let b: C x C ~ k be the bilinear form whose nonzero values on basis 
pairs are given by 
b(el, e~)=b, b(e~,el)=c, b(e~,e~)=a, b(e~,e~)=a, 
and 
bc  b(e 1, e 2) = a -  - -  
a 
Observe that Ra, b, c is a diagonal matrix if and only if a 2 = bc. Let T 
be the coalgebra utomorphism of C defined by (21), where o) 1 ~ k* and 
o)2 = (bc/a:)o)l. Then b is a T-form by Theorem 2. Thus (CT, [3, S) is a 
quantum coalgebra, which we denote by C(a, b, c), where [3 is defined by 
(11) and (12) in terms of the bilinear form b. For future reference we need 
the following. 
LEMMA 3. For any nonzero elements a, b, c in the field k there is an iso- 
morphism of quantum coalgebras f: C(a, b, c) c°p -* C(a, c, b) that is deter- 
minedby f (e )~O)=e~l~ (~Oand f (0 @ #j) = 0 (~0) e ~(,) for all 1 < l, j <_ 2, 
where o- = (1 2). 
Proof The isomorphism f of the lemma is derived from the coalgebra 
isomorphism F: Cz(k) ) C2(k) c°p, which is determined by F(#]) = _~0) %(,) 
for all 1 < t, j _< 2. See [6, Theorem 2]. | 
By part (b) of Theorem 1 the quantum coalgebra C0(t ) is a quotient of 
C(t -a, t, t). Rarely is C0(t ) a quotient of C(a, b, c). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that k is any field and a, b, c ~ k* satisfies az ~ bc. 
/ f  C 0 (t) is a quotient of the quantum coalgebra C(a, b, c) then b = c = a -a 
and a 4 = t ±4. 
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Proof First of all, suppose that f:  (C,/3, S) -+ (C',/3', S') is a map 
of quantum coalgebras. Since/3(c, d) =/3 ' ( f (c ) ,  f (d) )  for all c, d ~ C it 
follows that 
/3(Ker f, C) = (0) =/3(C, Ker f ) .  (38) 
Suppose further that S 2 is a diagonalizable operator and let Ca denote the 
subspace of eigenvectors of S z that belong to h. Since f o S 2 = S a o f it 
follows that 
Ker f = (~(Ker (flc~). (39) 
A 
Assume that f is also onto. Then S 'z is diagonalizable and 
f (Ca)  = C] (40) 
for all A ~ k, where C] is the subspace of eigenvectors of S '2 that belong 
to A. 
Now suppose that C = C(a, b, c) and C' = C0(t ). Since S 2 is diago- 
nalizable with eigenvalues 1, o9, and o9-1, where w = (bc)/a 2, and since 
S '2 is diagonalizable with eigenvalues 1, t 4, and t -4, it follows by (40) that 
{1, w, o9 -1} = {1, t, t-4}. In particular, 1, to, and o) -1 are distinct. Con- 
sequently a2 ~ bc and hence b(e~, e~) ~ O. Counting dimensions and us- 
ing (40), we conclude that D im(Ker f lq )  = 2 and Dim(Kerflc,o) = 1 = 
Dim (Ker flc~_l ). 
We next show that e 2 + a2S(e 2) ~ Ker f. Since e 2 and S(e 2) form a basis 
for C~ it follows that u = xe 2 + yS(e 2) forms a basis for Ker(f lc~) for 
some x, y ~ k. Using (38) we calculate 
e 1 0 = 13( 2, u)  
= x13(e~, e21) + y~3(e~, S(e12)) 
. , -1 ,e l  SZ(e12)) = .b(4 ,  + up t 2, 
= xb(e~, e~) + yogb-l(e~, e~). 
Thus 0 = x + yog( -~)  = x -  a-2y by (33). We have shown that e 2 + 
aZS(e~) e Ker f.  
Since e 2 + a2S(e 2) e Ker f it follows that f (e  2) = -a2f(S(e2)).  Applying 
the coproduct of C' to both sides of this equation, and using the fact that 
f and S: C ~ C ~°p are coalgebra maps, we deduce that 
f(e~) ® f (e l )  + f (e  2) ® f (e  2) = -a2( f (S(e l ) )  ® f(S(e~)) 
+ f(S(e~)) ® f(S(e~))), 
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or equivalently, 
f (e  2) ® f(e~ - S(e2)) = f(S(e]) - e 2) ® f(e2). 
Since me1 e 2"~ ~ 2, 1  ¢ 0 it follows by (38) that neither e21 nor e 2 is in the kernel 
of f .  In particular f (e  2) ~ O. Therefore ~ - S(e 2) - ae 2, S(e~) - e22 " f ie  2 
Ker f  for some a,/3 6 k. By (39) we conclude that e] - S(e~), S(e]) - e22 
Ker f .  
To conclude the proof we need only show that ab = 1 = ac. Since e~ - 
S(e 2) 6 Ker r  we compute by (38) that 
~(e~, e~ - S(e2)) = 0 = 13(e~ - S(e2), e~), 
from which ab = 1 = ac follows by virtue of (31). 1 
The quantum coalgebras C(a, b, c) for all a, b, c c k* are simple; thus 
they have no proper quantum subcoalgebras. Retracing the steps of the 
preceding proof, we obtain the following result on quotients of C(a, b, c) 
when Ra, b, c is not a diagonal matrix. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that C(a, b, c) has a quantum coalgebra quotient 
whose underlying coalgebra is C2(k), where a, b, c ~ k* satisfy a 2 ~ bc. Then 
b -_c=a -1. 
5. EXAMPLES OF QUANTUM COALGEBRAS C T WHEN 
C -- Cn(k ) AND n > 2 
We construct examples of quantum coalgebras (Cr, 13, S) where C = 
Cn(k ) and (26) is satisfied, which include those of Section 4 when n = 2. 
To this end we need only construct certain coalgebra utomorphisms T of 
Cn(k ) and T-forms b. 
We first describe what it means for (25) to hold in light of (26). 
LEMMA 4. Let C -- Cn(k), where n > 2 and k is any field, let {elj}l<_z,j<_n 
be a standard basis for C, and suppose that b: C x C --+ k is a bilinear form 
that satisfies (26) and b(e~,, e~) ~ 0 for all 1 < t, k < n. Then (25) holds for 
b if and only if 
(a) for all two-element subsets S of {1 . . . .  , n} the equation 
y~ b(eu ' k u p ~ v , ' ev)b(ej, ew)b(ee, eq) = Z b(e~, ee)b(eu, eqW)b(ev,k ep ) 
U, V, wES u, I~ wES 
holds for all t, k, p, j, £, q ~ S, and for all distinct 1 < t, k, £ < n 
(b) b(ek; e~)b(e' , e~,) = b(e e,' e,e)b(ek,e eke) + b(e~, e~)b(eke, ek), 
(c) b(ek; ek)b(eek, eke) = b(e~, ee'b " , )  tek,e eke) + b(e~, e~)b(e~, e~), and 
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(d) b(e' k, ek~2bte k eek) + b(e',, k k , , ek)b(ek, e,)b(ee, ee, )t2  k£ ,  
= b(eke, ek )e Zb(ek , ,  e,k) + b(e k, e~)b(e~, e~)b(e~, el). 
Proof. We sketch a proof. Fix 1 < t, k, p, j, g., q < n. Since (26) holds it 
follows that the terms of both sides of (25) are 0 unless {t, k, p}  = {j, £, q}. 
Suppose that {t, k, p} = {j, £, q} and set S = {t, k, p}. Then (25) is 
b(e,u, ek)b(e~, p v v , ew)b(e~,eq) = ~ b(ey, ee)b(eu, w k eq)b(ev, ePw), 
U, 1~ toES U, ~3, wES 
(41) 
which holds when S has one element and is the equation of part (a) when S 
has two elements. When S has three elements (41) translates to the equa- 
tions of parts (b)-(d) when one considers the six possibilities for j, g, and 
q in terms of z, k, and p. | 
There are reasonable assumptions under which b satisfies parts (b)-(d) 
of Lemma 4. 
COROLL~'~v 3. Let C = Cn(k), where n >_ 2 and k is any field, let 
{e'j}ls,, jsn be a standard basis for C, and suppose that b: C x C ~ k is a 
bilinear form that satisfies 
(a) b(# l, eke ) = O unless J = l and £ = k, or J = t + l = k and ~ = l, 
(b) b(e',, e~) # O for all 1 < t, k <_ n, 
e, ) ¢ 0 then e~)b(#~, et+l )O le l+ l ,  e k) (c) ifb(#~+l, t+l b(ekk, ekk)=b(ek,_,+l,L,_,+l 
for all 1 < k < n such that k ¢ t, t + 1, and 
, ~,+l-~t.to~+l o,+za Of  or all 1 < t < n -  2. (d) b(e,+x,~ , )c,k~,+2,~.t+lj.~- 
Then (25) holds if and only if 
Z t k u p v w u v , b(e.,  ev)b(ej,  ew)b(ee, eq ) = ~ b(ej ,  ee)b(e u, eq~°)b(ev,k ep ) 
u, V, toES u, v, toES 
holds for all two-element subsets S = { t, t + 1}, where 1 < t < n - 1. 
The proof of the preceding corollary is a straightforward exercise that is 
left to the reader. Fix n > 2 and let c, wl, w 3 . . . . .  Wme k*, where m is the 
largest odd integer less than or equal to n. Choose scalars * k 
in k that satisfy 
tt • r ,~¢0fora l l l< l<n,  
• r,',~ = G+I , 1~+1,+1 if 1 < I < n and t is odd, 
,k  k ,  • r, g rk~=cfora l l l<t<k_<n,  
,+1 = 0 if 1 < t < n and ~ is even, • r~+ 1 
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• r~++l~ = r~ - c/r~ if 1 < t < n and l is odd, and 
• r f f=0un less l= jandk=£,or j=z+l=kand£=l .  
Let C = Cn(k ), let {e~1}1<1,1,< n be a standard basis for C, and define a 
bilinear form b: C x C ---> k by b(e~,eke) = r~e for all 1 < t , k , j ,e  < n. 
Then b is an invertible bilinear form that satisfies (25), and b satisfies (25) 
by Corollary 3. To see the latter, note that when S = {t, l + 1} and 1 < t < n 
and t is odd, 
r, l 11 0 0 0 
0 t l+ l  t l+l  0 _11+1 tl __ c l r t ,  ~ 
r t t+ l  rt+11 rlt+l rtl / l,t 
. .t+l t -~- . t+ l  t 0 0 r1+1, 0 0 r,+ 1 , 
0 0 0 rl+1 ,+1 0 0 ' 1+1 t+l  rt t Z 
is an R-matrix of the form (37), and when 1 < t < n and t is even, 
[ ~ 0 0 r ~ l  0 ) ( r~ 0 0 ~ 1  0 ) 
r l  t+ l  rt+l i t-l t+l  
t+l  t ~ _1+1 t 0 r1+1, 0 0 0 rt+ l 1 
0 0 _ t+l  t+l  r t+ l t+ l  
r l+ l  z+l 0 0 t+ l l+ l  
is a diagonal matrix and thus is an R-matrix. 
Observe that part (c) of Theorem 2 is satisfied with 0)1, 0)3, " ' "  as given 
and 0)2, 0)4 . . . .  defined by 
( c 
('Ok ~ k - lk -1  kk  0 )k - I  
\ r [ : - l k - l r~:k  / 
for 1 < k < n even. Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied, which 
means that b is a T-form, where T is the coalgebra utomorphism of C 
defined by (21). Our examples are the corresponding (Cr,  13, S)'s. 
6. THE 1-1 TANGLE AND KNOT INVARIANTS ARISING FROM 
THE PARAMETERIZED FAMILY C(a, b, c) 
We begin this section with some general comments on the calculation of 
the 1-1 tangle invariants T c and knot invariants c(K, CG) defined for certain 
twist quantum coalgebras Ca = (C2(k)r, 13, S, G), which apply in particular 
to the parameterized family C(a, b, c). Let {e~}1_<,,1_<2 be a standard basis 
for C2(k). 
Let R = (rff) 6 M4(k ) be an invertible R-matrix that satisfies (36), let 
z 12 21-  11 22~ 0)1 E k*, and set w 2 = ~r12r~l/rl~r~2)w 1. Let T be the coalgebra utomor- 
phism of Cz(k ) defined by T(e~1) = (0)l/0)j)e'j for all i < t, j < 2, and let 
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b be the T-form given by b(e*j, e~) = r~ for all 1 _< t, k, j, g < 2. Define 
G c C2(k)* by G(#j) = 8~joJ~ for all 1 _< t, j < 2. By virtue of Lemma 2 
and part (a) of Proposition 2 we see that cG = (C2(k)r, I~, S, G) is a 
twist quantum coalgebra over k, where G(c ~3 d) = G(c) + G-l(d)  for all 
c, d ~ C2(k). Note that Gd(e'l) = 6)o d for all d ~ Z. 
We will evaluate 1-1 tangle invariants T¢ on Ca(k) and calculate c(K, eG), 
where c = tr ~ tr and tr = e I + e 2. To this end we need to evaluate terms 
of the form I~(S~(#j), S~(e~)) = I~(S~-V(#j), e~), where u, v 6 Z. Using 
Lemma 1, Eq. (33), and the fact that the e~/s are eigenvalues for S 2, one 
can formulate a proof that I~(SU(e'), S~(eek)) = 0 unless (1) i = j and k = g 
or (2) t = 1 = e and j = 2 = k. A simpler proof follows by noting R = 





e 1 and, since I~( 2, S(e~)) = 13(S(e~), Sa(e~)) = I~(S(e~), (w2/ol)(e~)), as a 
consequence, 
~(e~, S(e2)) _ r12 
_11 _2 2 " 
¢11 '22  
For n > 1 the iterated coproduct A(n) applied to e'j has the particularly nice 
form 
A(n)(#j) = ~[~ e * ® e't12 ® eZt~ ®- ® e t--' ® @. 
11 " " In  
l<q,  ..., tn<2 
Suppose that to 1 # 602, or equivalently, a 2 # bc. Let T be a 1-1 tangle 
diagram. Since Tc(c) = Tc(S2(c)) for all c ~ C2(k ) it follows that 
Te(e~)=0=Te(e~)  and Tc~p(e~)=0=Tc~p(e~). (42) 
We now calculate Tc(#~) for Ttrefoi 1and Tcurl. 
Specializing the calculation of Ttrefoil, c(c) made in Section 1.1 to c = el, 
we obtain 
Ttrefoil ' c(el) ~ ~3 ~ 3 ,, = I~(ez4, S(e ,))13(S (e,2), e*t45)13(e*~5, S(#,~)), 
l<q . . . ,  t5_<2 
which is the sum of 2 5 terms. Most of them are zero. 
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Suppose that t = 1. In this case for a nonzero term t 1 = 1 = t 5 and 
consequently, t 3 ----- /4, t2 = 13" Thus  
Ttrefoil, e(e~) = 13(e{, S(e{))13(S3(e~), e~)13(e~, S(e~)) 
+ I~(e 2, S(e~))l~(S3(e21), e12)13(e{, S(e22)) 
1 / l i  22 \ 
/ r l l r22  ~ 12 
- -  ~ 11x3 ~¢rl-2~21~3] r~l" 
I, r l l )  " ,k '12 '211  / 
Suppose that t = 2. The cases tl = 1 and t I = 2 account for two possible 
nonzero terms each and 
Ttrefoil, ¢(e 2) e 1 = [3( 2, S(el2))l~(S3(e~), e22)13( e2, S(e~)) 
e 1 + 1~( 2' S(e2))13(S3(e21), e2"mrel 1J~'~ 2, S(e12)) 
+ [~(e~, S(e2))[3(S3(e2), eamtellm, 2, S(e~)) 
e 2 S(e2))~(S3(e~), eg ' " re  2 + 1~( 2, 2,t-'t, 2, S(e2)) 
1 21 
- -  r12  
(82)3  -~_12_21_11_22  / 





12 21 \  2 11 22" 
r12~1) rl lr22 
Tcurl, c(e2 ) __- e2 1 [3( , S(e2)) = ,.-2-" 
r~2 
Now let R -= Ra, b, c, where a, b, c 6 k*. A comment on the justification that 
Ra, b, c is an R-matrix: We note that Ra, b, c is listed, when a # b, among 
the R-matrices found, for example, in [10, p. 229]. Assuming that Ra, b, c is 
an R-matrix in this special case means that Ra, b, c is an R-matrix whenever 
a, b, c c k*. Replace k with the field k(a, b, c), where now a, b, and c 
are indeterminates over k. Since a # b it follows that Ra, b, c is an R-matrix. 
Substituting any nonzero scalars of k into a, b, and c results in an R-matrix. 
The reader is left with the exercise of showing when R = Ra, b, c that 
Ttrefoil, c(e~) = a -3 + ab-2c -2 _ a3b-3c -3, 
Ttrefoil, e(e 2) = a-5bc + a - lb - l c  -1 _ ab-2c -2, 
Tcurl 'c(e~) = a-3bc and Tcu< c(e22) = a -1. 
T~ud, c(e~)=~(e],S(e~))+~(e~, S(e~))- 1 r21~ 
11 11 22 
r l l  r l l r~2  
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Observe that when t = b = c = a -1 these expressions reduce to 
Ttrefoil, e(e~) --~ t 3 + t -5 _ t -9, Ttrefoil, c(e 2) ---- t 7 + t -1 _ t -5, 
Tcurl, e(e~) --- t 5 and Tcurl, e(e22) = t. 
Compare with the calculations made in [9, Sect. 7.5]. 
Let T be a 1-1 tangle diagram and set fT(a, b, c)(e~) = To(#1) for all 
1 < t, j < 2. Computing Te(#l) is a rather mechanistic exercise that yields 
the same result when C2(k ) is defined over any field extension of k. Replace 
k with any extension of the field of fractions k(A, B, C) of the polynomial 
ring in indeterminates A, B, and C over k and let ~ be the subalgebra of 
Laurent polynomial in A, B, and C over k. Let fx(A, B, C) = fT(A, B, C). 
Then T ~ fT(A, B, C) describes a regular isotopy invariant of 1-1 tangles 
with values in Horn (C, ~) that has the property that 
fT(a, b, c)(#1) = fT(a, b, c)(e'j) 
for all a,b,c ~ k* and 1 < t , j  _ 2. Our calculations above sug- 
gest that fT( A, B, C)( #j) is homogeneous of degree -wr i theT when 
fT(A, B, C)(#j) # O. By the degree of a monomial in A, B, and C we mean 
the sum of its exponents. This is indeed the case, as one can see by ex- 
amining the values of b(e~j, eke) in light of (CT.1)-(CT.4). Observe that the 
eigenvalues of S z are of degree 0 when R = RA, B, C" 
For the remainder of this section we will assume that the base field con- 
tains k(A, B, C) and R = RA, B, c. Since co 2 = (BC/A2)wl it follows that 
~01 # tO 2. As a consequence fT(A, B, C)(e~j) = 0 unless t = j. 
We now turn to knot invariants. For the purposes of normalization we 
assume that the characteristic of k is not 2. We have noted at the end of 
Section 2 that tr is a cocommutative element of C2(k ) and that T(tr) = tr. 
Let K be a knot diagram. By (19) it follows that 
fx(o~: A, B, C) = ½((tr ~ tr)(K, %))  
describes a regular isotopy invariant of knots. Now let T be a 1-1 tangle 
diagram such that K and K(T)  are regularly isotopic. By Lemma 3, (6), and 
(7) we see that fT(A, C, B)(e~) = fr(A, B, C)(e 2) and fT(A, C, B)(e 2) = 
fT(A, B, C)(e~). Thus using (42) and (19) again, we find that 
fK(O : A, B, C) 
= ½(~od(fT(A,B, C)(e~))+ (-w~-C-)-d(fT.(A,C,B)(e]))) 
d 
½ ~\ A2 (fr(A, B, C)(e2)) + co-d(fr(A, C, B)(e2))] ,  + } / 
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where d is the Whitney degree of the knot diagram K(T) with respect o 
the vertical calculated by traversing K(T), starting at the base of T, in the 
upward direction. 
Observe that if oJ is a Laurent polynomial in A, B, and C of degree 0 
then fi~(w: A, B, C) either is 0 or is homogeneous of degree -writhe T. A 
particularly nice example of this phenomenon occurs with ~o = -AB  -1. Set 
Then 
(K)A,B,C -= fK ( -AB- I :  A ,  B, C). 
(K)A,B, C = 1 ((_AB-1)a(fT(A, B, C)(el)) 
+(-AC-1)e(fT(A, C, B)(el))) 
+ 1 ((_A-1C)e(fT(A, B, C)(e22)) 
+(-A- IB)d(fT(A,  C, B)(e2))). 
Let a, b, c c k*. Substituting a, b, and c into A, B, and C gives a regular 
isotopy invariant of knots (K),, b, c with values in k. 
Let Ktrefoil, c ---- K(Ttrefoi l ,  e) and Kcurh c = K(Tcur~, c)" Then 
1 [A-5(B2 + C 2) + A-3(B-1C + BC-1) (Ktrefoil)A, B, C --~ ~ [. 




=A-1  (K~url)A, B, c + A-3BC. 
= t 7 t 3 t-1 t-9 (Ktrefoil) t -1, t, t + + - 
(Kcur l ) t - l , t , t  = t + t 5. 
Let (K) be the bracket polynomial; see [5, Part I, Sect. 3], for example. 
When k = C is the field of complex numbers and t E C is transcendental 
over Q then the bracket polynomial is given by 
t 2 
(K)- l + t4 (K)t-l t, t 
= -1  t+ 2t 4 ( ( - t -2)a(f ' ( t - l '  t, t)(e~))+ (--t2)d(fT(t-1 , t, t)(e~))) 
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for all knot diagrams K. The reader is directed to [9, Sect. 8] for the basic 
explanation of the equation (K) = - ( t2/ (1 + t4))(K)t_l, t, r 
Note that the strict quantum coalgebra c = (Cn(k)T, 1~, S), when 
n = 2, does not depend on the value of to = toa. The w's parameter- 
ize the set of G's, which afford c a twist quantum coalgebra structure 
cG = (Cr, I~, S, G) (see Corollary 1). Letting the base field contain the 
field of quotients k(A, B, C, to) of the polynomial ring k[A, B, C, to], 
we see that fK(to: A, B, C) may be regarded as a Laurent polynomial 
in to with coefficients in k(A, B, C). When n > 2 the examples of Sec- 
tion 5 show that the single parameter to can be replaced by a finite set 
of parameters and that the ideas just set forth can be generalized to the 
multiparameter case. 
There is another parameterized family of R-matrices that satisfies (36) 
that the reader may wish to ponder in connection with invariants; namely, 
a 0 0 0 
0 b a+d 0 
~:ga, b,c,d = 0 0 C 0 ' 
0 0 0 d 
where a, b, c, d ~ k* (see [10, p. 229]). 
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